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Let 0 < OT < 1 and let lip OL denote the class of continuous functionsf on 
the real line R such that 
2; I f(x + h) - f(x)1 = 4 h Ia> as h - 0. 
For each k = 0, *l, *2,... let Ik denote the closed interval [k, k + 11. 
The space W is then the class of all those functions f in lip OL such that 
is finite, where 
ilfilw= ? %(f) (1) .&-a, 
and 
4fb) =fb + 4 -f(x). 
It is easy to verify that (1) defines a norm in W and that W is a Banach space. 
If T denotes the Wiener class of functions considered by Goldberg [2], it will 
follow that WC T CL(- a~, co). It is the purpose of this note to show that 
structure and properties of the space W are similar to those obtained by 
Goldberg for the space T. 
If D, denotes the closed triangle given by 
((X,h):k$xdk+l,O~hdK+l--x) 
in the (x, h)-plane, we have the following result. 
THEOREM. With convolution as multiplication, W is a Battach algebra. 
Every f E W has a unique representation f = u + v where u, v  E W, v(k) = 0 
for all k = 0, fl, f2,... and II is linear on each Ik . Every continuous linear 
functional L on W can be represented by 
L(f) = j-” f dA + I, A* d/4x, h), (2) 
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where A is n memwe 00 (- xi, -a) satisfying 
/ x (I,.) --_ :lI k ::= 0, *II, *2,... 
and p is a measure on D = YD, such that 
1 p / (D,) z< JI h = 0, &I, &2,... 
for some ill > 0. 
The above result for the space T was proved by Goldberg [2]. 
Proof. Let f,  g E II’ and let u = f  *g. Setting for each integer k 
4:’ = 2;; If(“4 9 rk’ = ysy I &Ii , k 
Vk’ = y3$ j u(x)1 
(3) 
(4) 
and noticing that 
u(s + h) - u(s) = 1‘ [f(x + h - t) -f(s - t)] g(t) dt, 
I -7Y 
we obtain, using the arguments of Goldberg and the fact that 
mk(f) < max(h,‘, Al), 
I’j’ G 5 ml,(g) hk+,(f) + w,df )), 
kc-r. 
That IV is a Banach algebra is now deduced as in [2]. 
The unique representation off E W as f  = u + v  given in the theorem 
follows exactly as in the proof of Theorem D of Goldberg and we have then W 
as a direct sum of two subspaces ZJ and I’ where ZJ is the set of all u E IV with 
u linear in each Ik and I’ is the set of all ZI E W such that v(k) = 0 for all 
integers k. 
To obtain the representation of a continuous linear functional on W, we 
consider on each of the subspaces Z! and V. If  L is a continuous linear func- 
tional on Zi it has the form 
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where v is a measure concentrated on the integers satisfying 
I lJ I (Id < fill , h = 0, &l, f2,... 
for some Ml > 0 [2, Theorem F, p. 2881. Next we look at the linear func- 
tionals on I’. We do this by combining the idea of de Leeuw [l] with the 
method of Goldberg 121. G iven v E 1;’ let V~ be the function that agrees with 
v on Ik and is 0 outside of Ik . Then v = CzZ’=_m v, . Let Vk be the space of 
continuous functions on Ik with IV-norm which vanish at the end points of II; 
and belong to lip (Y in Ik . Let A, be the disjoint union It u HI, , where 
H,=((x,h):k<x<k+ l,O<h<k+ 1 -x}. 
Then A, is a locally compact space. To each function ok E I/;, we define a 
function ?& on A, by 
6,(x, h) = Vk(X + h) - Vk(X) 
IV ’ 
(x, h) E Hk . 
Then it is easy to verify that 
The space Vk with W-norm can be regarded as the space of all continuous 
functions on the locally compact space (1, with maximum norm and which 
vanish at infinity. By the Riesz representation theorem every continuous 
linear functional on V, is given by a bounded measure concentrated on A, . 
Hence if L is a continuous linear functional on V, then its restriction to ITr, 
is a continuous linear functional on V, and has the form 
Lb,) = j, vuk: dt+ + 
* 
J 
v& + h) - Q(X) 
!. Hk I h la 
4+(x, h) (6) 
for all vk E Vk . Here pk is a bounded measure concentrated on A, . If we put 
Q = pk /lk , then (6) can be rewritten as 
L(%) = j,, VP h. -t j,, +i$$ 4+(x, 4, (7) 
where vlc is a measure concentrated on Ik and pli is a measure concentrated 
on Hk . If v E V, then v = xTC’=_m V~ so that 
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Thus we define two measures 7 and p as follows. Let 17 be a measure on 
(-00, co) which agrees with qn- on I/, and has 0 mass at the integers. We 
define p to be the measure on D which agrees with pk on H, and assigns to 
Ik zero mass. Then we have 
L(W) = jr 
-so 
zl dq $ j, +$$ d&, h). @) 
We now assert that r] and p have the following properties: there exists Ma > 0 
such that 
I 7 I (4) d M2 > k = 0, fl, &2 ,...) 
I P I (4) < Jf2 7 K = 0, il, =&2 ,..* . 
But this assertion follows from the arguments of Goldberg [2, p. 6861. 
If L is a continuous linear functional on W, then from what we have proved 
earlier it follows that L restricted to V satisfies, by (8), 
L(V) = j”, v dv + j, +$$ d&x, A) v E P- 
and by (5), L restricted to U satisfies 
L(u) = jIm u dv I( E U. 
Moreover, for some 44, , M, > 0 
I = L(U) + L(w) = j-l”, u dv + ,I, e, dq + j, +$$ d/h, 4, 
and so 




D +$$ dp(x, h). 
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Now from 
< 2M* . ,& q.(u) = 2% * II * llw ’ 
it follows that 
is a bounded linear functional on U so that 
where y1 is concentrated on the integers and I v1 I (IJ < MI for all k. Thus 
from (9) we have 
qf) = j;=f$ + j, A* d& A) + j”, u d(v - vl). 
But since v - v1 is a measure concentrated on the integers and v vanishes 
at the integers, we have 
I 




a = 1, f dh + j-, A@ 46 4, 
where h = 7 + v - v1 . Since 
the proof is complete. 
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